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1. Introduction

In computer science, b-trees are tree data structures that are most commonly
found in databases and file systems; b-trees keep data sorted and allow amor-
tized logarithmic time insertions and deletions (see [1, 2]). There are at least
three domains where the b-trees concepts were use in researches:

Networks: basic operations (Insert, Delete, and Search) algorithms ([3, 4]),
dynamic collaboration [5], dynamic information storage [6], dynamic memory
management [7, 8], secondary storage data structures [9], mobile databases
access [10];
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Figure 1: Tb,Y tree

Databases: file organization [11], access and maintain large sets of data
[12, 13], searching algorithms [14, 15];

Computational chemistry : topological research [16], and graph theory [17,
18].

It is known that connectivity is one of the basic concepts in graph theory:
the minimal number of edges or vertices that disconnect a graph when removed
(cuts) [19]. Why the vertex cuts are important? Vertex cuts in a graph can
reveal a strong connectivity structure with better properties.

The aim of the research was to found polynomial formula for vertex cuts in
b-trees. The applicability on two particular cases of the obtained formula was
also assessed.

2. The Problem

A graphical representation of a b-tree is given in Figure 1. For b = 1 the tree
degenerate into a path. For b = 2 the tree is the binary tree. The proposed for
solving problem is counting of substructures which it results after removing of
one vertex from the b-tree. Three remarks can be making: The root vertex has
b edges; The leaf vertices have 1 edge; All other vertices have (b +1) edges.

3. The Solution

The total number of vertices (TNV) in a b-tree with Y levels where counts start
from root which has assigned the level 0 (as in Figure 1) is given by equation
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(1). After root removing, it remains b b-trees with | Tb,Y −1 | vertices each
(equation (2)). Number for leafs (one by one) removing is given by equation
(3). Number for nodes removing (one by one, from level k, k = 1, Y − 1) is
given by equation (4). The general formula giving by the all substructures sizes
and counts (ASSC) after removing one arbitrary vertex is in equation (5):
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where aXb designate a number of a connected substructures (also trees) with
b vertices.

Remarks. For Y = 0 only the equation (1) had sense; For Y = 1 the
equations (1)-(3) should be applied; For Y > 1 all equations (1)-(5) had sense
and should be applied.

4. The Polynomial Formula

Assigning the power of 0 at X in formula from equation (1), the polynomial
formula giving the number and sizes of substructures (NSS) which it result
after removing of one vertex from a b-tree can be written as in equation (6).
Extension of node removing to k = 0 are threated by equation (7), and to k = Y
by equation (8). Rewriting of equation (6) by taking into account of equations
(7) and (8) gives quation 9. Rearranging of equation (9) leads to 10 (remark:
all equations from 6 to 10 assumes that Y > 1):
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5. Discussion of Two Particular Cases

The binary tree (b = 2) formula is obtained easily from equation (6) replacing
b with 2:

NSS(T2,Y ) = (2Y +1 − 1)X0 + 2X2Y −1 + 2Y X2Y +1−2

+

Y −1∑

k=1

2k(2X2Y −k−1 + X2Y +1−2Y +1−k

) . (11)

For Y = 0 (only the root is present): NSS(T2,0) = X0, meaning that no
vertex cuts are available; our tree has just one vertex. For Y = 1 (1 root, 2
leafs): NSS(T2,1) = 3X0 + 2X + 2X2. For Y = 2 (1 root, 2 nodes, 4 leafs):
NSS(T2,2) = 7X0 + 2X3 + 4X6 + 2(2X + X4). The unary tree (path) formula
12 is obtained as limit formula (b −→ 1) of equation (10) (remark: formula 12
is according with the expected result; rearranging of 12 leads to 13):

NSS(T1,Y ) =

Y∑

k=0

(XY −k + Xk) − (1 − Y )X0 , (12)

NSS(T1,Y ) = 2
Y∑

k=0

(Xk) + (1 − Y )X0 = 2
Y∑

k=1

(Xk) + (Y + 1)X0 . (13)

In fact, there are (Y + 1) vertices, and cutting by each vertex leads to 13.
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6. Concluding Remarks

The obtained polynomial formulas for vertex cuts in b-trees can be generalized,
as present work do, allowing calculations of structures for any b and any Y,
formula working also as limit formulas for trivial trees, the paths (b = 1).
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